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Chapter

Evolution of Attacks on Intelligent
Surveillance Systems and Effective
Detection Techniques
Deeraj Nagothu, Nihal Poredi and Yu Chen

Abstract

Intelligent surveillance systems play an essential role in modern smart cities to
enable situational awareness. As part of the critical infrastructure, surveillance
systems are often targeted by attackers aiming to compromise the security and safety
of smart cities. Manipulating the audio or video channels could create a false percep-
tion of captured events and bypass detection. This chapter presents an overview of the
attack vectors designed to compromise intelligent surveillance systems and discusses
existing detection techniques. With advanced machine learning (ML) models and
computing resources, both attack vectors and detection techniques have evolved to
use ML-based techniques more effectively, resulting in non-equilibrium dynamics.
The current detection techniques vary from training a neural network to detect
forgery artifacts to use the intrinsic and extrinsic environmental fingerprints for any
manipulations. Therefore, studying the effectiveness of different detection techniques
and their reliability against the defined attack vectors is a priority to secure the system
and create a plan of action against potential threats.

Keywords: intelligent surveillance systems, internet of video things (IoVT),
multimedia forgery, environmental fingerprints, forgery detection, DeepFake
detection

1. Introduction

The modern smart city infrastructure has advanced by integrating multimedia-
based information input and the development of an edge computing paradigm [1, 2].
An increase in visual and auditory input from the deployed sensors has enabled
multiple network layer-based processing of incoming information. While most of the
intelligent infrastructure depends on a cloud computing-based architecture [3], edge
computing has been attracting more and more attention to meet the increasing chal-
lenges in terms of scalability, availability, and the requirements of instant, on-site
decision making [4–6]. Advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) have equipped the
edge computers to process the incoming multimedia feed and deploy recognition and
detection software. Machine learning (ML)-based models such as object detection,
tracking, speech recognition, and people identification are commonly deployed to
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enhance the security in infrastructure and private properties [7]. With an increase in
such technological advancements, the system’s reliability has also exponentially
increased where the trust factor established on the system is directly depending on the
information retrieved by the multimedia sensor nodes [8]. The edge devices are
enhanced with multi-node communication and equipped with Internet connections to
provide continuous functionality and security services.

Due to their significance in infrastructure security and functionality, edge
computing devices are commonly targeted through networked attacks through
Wi-Fi and RF links [9]. The devices are compromised through malicious firmware
updates [10] and result in creating a backdoor with admin privileges. The perpetra-
tors then control the device Input/Output (IO) and compromise the network and
home security. Specifically, visual layer attacks are developed to manipulate the
visual sensor in edge devices and create a false perception of live events monitored
by the control station. Simple frame manipulation such as frame duplication or
shuffling allows the perpetrator to mask the original frame, where the security of the
infrastructure can be easily compromised [11]. There is also no evidence of crimes
without the surveillance recordings, and it falters the need for such security devices.
Along with the visual layer, the audio channel of the edge nodes is equally targeted.
Modern home security is enabled with voice commands and a home assistant system
that functions based on the voice commands received. The audio devices are
equipped with voice-based home assistant computers and Voice Over IP (VoIP)
surveillance recorders. The attackers can target the audio channel through hidden
voice commands, control the system, or completely mask the audio channel with
noise to disable its functionality [12].

As the ML-based models have enhanced the surveillance system’s capabilities, it
has also resulted in the development of frame manipulation attacks. Beginning with
the traditional copy-move style forgery attacks in spatial regions of a frame, modern
deep learning (DL) has enabled generative networks capable of creating a frame based
on the user’s input. Adversarial networks have rendered some ML models useless due
to their targeted attack to disable their functionality. General adversarial networks
(GANs) have created DeepFakes, which have become one of the most challenging
problems in current multimedia forgery attacks [13]. DeepFake is trained to function
in low computing systems such as edge devices and result in manipulations such as
Face Swaps, Facial Re-enactments, and complete manipulation of the targeted per-
son’s movements resulting in a very realistic media output [14]. It is clear that both the
visual and auditory channels require robust security measures and reliable authenti-
cation schemes to detect such malicious attacks and secure the network [15, 16].

Advancements in forgery attacks have always been countered with detection
schemes. Traditional frame forgery attacks were first detected using watermark tech-
nology and compression artifacts [17]. However, when the edge device is
compromised, the frames are manipulated at the source level, creating watermarks on
false frames. Similarly, with DeepFake being developed, its counterpart detection
schemes were also trained. The first stages of DeepFakes carry visual artifacts like face
recordings without any eye blinking or face warping artifacts [18]. Still, with more
training data and better networks, DeepFakes have evolved to a point where it is
almost not distinguishable from real images [19]. Although the technology itself has
its own merits when ethically used in the field of medical and entertainment, perpe-
trators can always use the DeepFake technology with malicious intent without a
reliable detector. It is an ongoing effort to create a reliable detection scheme to clearly
distinguish between real and fake.
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This chapter provides an overview of the evolution of multimedia-based
attacks to compromise the edge computing nodes such as surveillance systems
and their counterpart forgery detection schemes. The essential features required
by a reliable detection system are analyzed and a framework using an
environmental fingerprint is introduced that has proven to be effective against
such attacks.

2. An overview of audio-visual layer attacks

The networked edge devices are commonly deployed through Wi-Fi or RF links in
a private network. The primary means of hijacking a secure device is through network
layer attacks where the communication between the devices is intercepted and mod-
ified [20]. This allows the source and the destination to believe that the information
exchange was secure, while a perpetrator alters the intercepted message as required.
Malicious firmware is updated through direct physical access to the USB interface or
remote web interface, which allows a perpetrator to gain admin privileges to the edge
devices. Some devices are sold through legitimate channels with malicious firmware
pre-installed [10]. With complete access to the visual and audio sensor nodes, the
attacker can manipulate the media capturing module itself, making the network-level
security measures compromised.

Surveillance systems are the most targeted edge devices due to their importance
and access medium [11]. Network attacks like Denial of Service (DoS) can disable the
network connections of the devices and negate their purposes. Common admin mis-
takes like using the default credentials on the networks and devices login are primary
reasons for backdoor entry. Once the device or the network is compromised, the
attacker typically encodes the trigger mechanism into the system. This allows the
perpetrator to remotely trigger the selected attack based on remote commands with-
out re-accessing the device. Malicious inputs can be encoded into the multimedia
encoding scheme of the edge device. Trigger methods like QR-code-based input to the
video recording interpret the command differently [21], face detection-based trigger
[22], and hidden voice commands through the audio channels [12] are a few examples
of how an attack can be remotely controlled. Wearable technologies like Google Glass
are also affected through the backdoor firmware, where the QR-code-based input was
used to hack the device [23].

With remote trigger mechanisms, a device can be controlled to manipulate the
incoming media signal. Face detection software can be re-programmed to blur
selected faces and car plate registrations or disable certain functionality like detecting
prohibited items like guns [9]. Popular Xerox scanners and photocopiers were hacked
to manipulate the contents of the documents that are scanned and insert random
numbers instead of actual data [24]. Surveillance cameras with Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ)
capabilities can be controlled to re-position the cameras so that the number of blind
spots is increased in a surveillance area [25]. Audio Event Detectors (AED) are com-
monly deployed in surveillance devices to raise the alarm based on suspicious audio
activity or in-home assistant devices to detect the wake commands. Still, the AED
system can be directly targeted using the hidden voice commands to interpret its input
falsely [12, 26]. Using the adversarial networks, popular ML models on edge devices
are targeted so that the input itself can be modified [27]. Frame-level pixel manipula-
tions are made to confuse the ML models and result in the false categorization of
object recognition models [28]. A wearable patch is trained to target the person
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identification ML model, which can be worn by a perpetrator in the form of a t-shirt
and escape the identification module [29].

Access to the multimedia sensor nodes can result in many variants of visual and
audio layer attacks. To study the effective detection methods, we first narrow the
video frame manipulation and audio overlay attacks commonly designed to target the
edge-based media input such as surveillance devices and online conferencing tech-
nologies.

2.1 Frame manipulation attacks

Video recordings used for temporal correlation of the live events are primarily
targeted using frame shuffling or duplication attacks [30]. The perception of live
events is affected, which disables the effectiveness of live monitoring [31]. Adaptive
replay attacks are designed such that the frame duplication attack can adapt to the
changes in the environments such as light intensity variations, object displacement,
and camera alignments. With adjusting frame masking, the operator in the monitor-
ing station cannot distinguish between the real and fake images since the duplicated
frames are originally copied from the same source camera [22]. The effect of source
device identification and watermarking technique is negated since the frames origi-
nated in the same camera. Figure 1 represents a frame replay attack where the attack
is triggered remotely by either a QR-code or face detection module, and the resulting
frame is masked with a static background [21, 32].

Spatial manipulation of a frame includes changes to the pixels like object addition
or deletion, while the static frame is maintained. Frame-level manipulations are com-
monly made to deceive the viewer with the presence of a subject [33, 34]. The figure
shows the spatial manipulation of the video frame.

Figure 1.
Frame duplication attack to manipulate the perception of live events triggered by the perpetrator’s face detection.
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2.2 Audio masking and overlay

Most edge nodes are equipped with audio recording capabilities making them a
target for forgery attacks [3]. Every household is equipped with surveillance cameras,
home assistants, and edge devices capable of two-way communications. The AED
module is responsible for wake command detection or event detection based on audio
like gunshot sounds. The input audio sensor nodes are disabled by compromising the
AED module by replacing the actual event with the quiet static noise. The input is also
affected by adding additional white noise to disrupt the AED module [26].

2.3 DeepFake attack

DeepFake attacks developed using GAN architecture [13] have resulted in a large
quantity of fake media generation. With enough training data available and the com-
putation resources, the quality of the generated media keeps improving to a point
where a person cannot distinguish between the real and fake media [35]. Although
DeepFake technology has its application merits, any technology can cause more harm
than good in the wrong hands. The developing software technologies have made it
easier and more convenient for the generation of DeepFake media using their mobile
phone.

A simple face manipulation software where two people can swap their facial
landmarks originated in the form of mobile applications. Soon, advanced technologies
were made to make the swap more realistic [36]. Many organizations and institutions
rely on online conferencing solutions for their daily communications. Face-swapping
technologies allow perpetrators to mimic a source facial landmark and duplicate their
online personality [37]. However, with the capability to extract facial landmarks and
skeletal features from a source subject, a new form of DeepFake emerged to project
source movement on a targeted subject (Figure 2).

The facial re-enactment software [38] allows the model to extract the face land-
mark movements from a source subject. These landmarks are projected on a targeted

Figure 2.
DeepFake Face Swap Attack to project a source face on a target.
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victim resulting in a media where the victim is projected to act out however the
perpetrator wishes. Although the model was created to demonstrate the capabilities of
deep learning models, it resulted in targeting politicians and celebrities to develop
fake media. A GAN model is created where the source body actions are projected on a
targeted person [39]. The model introduced resulted in creating an entertainment
application, and it could also be alternatively used to frame a victim by forging their
actions in surveillance media. The style-based transfer learning has enabled the GAN
technology to create more realistic and indistinguishable output [19].

Introducing perturbations in real objects or images can cause edge layer object
classifiers to make incorrect predictions, which could have serious repercussions. A
study showed that making small changes in a stop sign could cause an object detector
to wrongly classify it as a different object as depicted in 3(a) [40]. This phenomenon
has been analyzed and the Fast Gradient Sign Method attack was proposed, which uses
the gradient of the loss function of the classifier to construct the perturbations neces-
sary to carry out the attack [41]. The attack begins by targeting an image and observing
the confidence of the classifier in its predictions of the class. Next, the minimum
perturbation that maximizes the loss function of the classifier is found iteratively.
Using this method, the image can be manipulated such that incorrect classification is
achieved without producing any discernible difference to the human eye as shown
in 3(b). The Jacobian-based Saliency Map Attack [42] algorithm computes the Jacobian
matrix of the CNN being used for object classification and produces a salient map. The
map denotes the scale of influence each pixel of the image has on the prediction of the
CNN-based classifier. The original image is manipulated in every iteration, such that
the two most influential pixels, which are chosen from the saliency map, are changed.
The salient map is updated in each iteration, and each pixel is changed only once. This
stops when the adversarial image is successfully classified to the target label (Figure 3).

Table 1 summarizes the multimedia attack techniques and their respective
targeted systems. Along with video manipulation, audio is also equally targeted when
creating realistic fake media. Paired with technology like facial re-enactment,
DeepFake audio can create an illusion of a targeted person with manipulated actions.
Software like Descript [43] can recreate source audio with training data for few as 10
minutes. Emerging technologies like DeepFake need a reliable detector that can dis-
tinguish between real and fake media to preserve security and privacy in the modern
digital era. Due to the inconsistencies in earlier stages of DeepFake media, many
detector modules were created to identify the artifacts introduced during media
generation. However, with more training data and advanced computing, the output
benefited and rendered the previous detection scheme useless. In the following sec-
tion, we study the key parameters required for a reliable detector to establish an
authentication system for digital media.

3. Detection techniques against multimedia attacks

Countering forgery attacks led to the development of detection techniques relying
on artifacts related to the in-camera processing module or the post-processing
methods. The prior knowledge of the source of the media recordings has been an
advantage in detecting forgery; however, without that knowledge, some techniques
depend on the artifacts introduced by forgery itself. Techniques based on blind tech-
niques, prior knowledge, and forgery artifacts using the conventional methods are
first discussed, followed by neural networks trained to identify the forgery.
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3.1 Conventional detection methods

The processing modules present in-camera and post-processing of the media cap-
tured result in generating unique features and artifacts, which are exploited to iden-
tify frame forgeries. Each image capturing device is equipped with wide or telescopic
lenses, where the unique interaction between the lens and the imaging sensor creates
chromatic aberrations. A profile of unique chromatic aberrations is created to identify
foreign frames inserted from a different lens and sensor [44, 45]. Along with lens
distortion artifacts, another module present in in-camera processing after image
acquisition is the Color Filter Array (CFA). The CFA is used to record light at a certain
wavelength, and the demosaicing algorithm is used to interpolate the missing colors. A
periodic pattern emerges due to the in-built CFA module, and whenever a frame is
forged, it disrupts the periodic pattern. For frame region splicing attacks, the
interrupted periodic pattern from CFA is analyzed to detect the forgery and localize
the attack [46, 47].

Each camera sensor manufactured has a unique interaction with the light capturing
mechanism due to its sensitivity and photodiode. A unique Sensor Pattern Noise
(SPN) is generated for every source camera [48]. It can identify the image acquisition
device based on prior knowledge of the camera’s sensor noise fingerprint. The SPN
noise is similar for RGB and Infrared video; however, it is weaker in Infrared due to
low light [49]. Since SPN is used for source device identification, frames moved from
an external camera can be identified with any localized in-frame manipulation. The
frame and audio acquisition process introduce noise level to the media recordings
based on the sensor light sensitivity and localized room reverberations. Using the
Error Level Analysis, rich features can be extracted from the noise level present and
reveal possible anomalies from image splicing [50].

Figure 3.
a) Adversarial patches cause the classifier to wrongly classify the stop sign. b) FGSM attack based on introducing
pixel-based perturbations.
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In the media capturing post-processing, each compression algorithm uses unique
encoding. Therefore, multiple processing of the same media and multiple compression
can result in some artifacts identifying prior changes. Analyzing the compression
algorithms used by H.264 coding, the presence of any recompression artifacts is used
to identify frame manipulations [51]. The spatial and temporal correlation is used to
create motion vector features [30, 52]. The de-synchronization caused by removing a
group of frames introduces spikes in the Fourier transform of the motion vectors.
However, these techniques are sensitive to resolution and noise in the recordings.

The frame manipulations have also inadvertently introduced their unique artifact,
and attacks can be identified with prior knowledge of attack nature. Many types of
research were developed using custom hand-crafted features. The scale-invariant
feature transform key points are used as features for the comparison of duplicated
frames in a video recording [53]. The features comprise illumination, noise, rotation,
scaling, and small changes in viewpoint. For a continuous frame capture, the standard
deviation of residual frames can result in inter-frame duplication detection [54, 55].
Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOGs) are a unique presentation of pixel value
fluctuations, which can be used to identify copy-move forgery based on the HOG
feature fluctuation [56]. The optical flow represents the pattern of apparent motion of
an image between consecutive frames and its displacement. Using the feature vector
designed from the optical flow, copy-move forgery can be identified [31]. Features are
generated for each frame and then lexicographically sorted [57]. The Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) is calculated for the frames, and any frame that crosses the
threshold is identified as the duplicated frame. However, the technique takes higher
processing time due to the sorting and RMSE algorithm and is not applicable in real-
time applications.

Attack type Attack surfacea Trigger Attack vectora Complexityb

Frame

Manipulation

Visual layer

attack

(duplication/

shuffling)

• QR code scan

• Face/Object

Detection

• Remote Trigger

• Denial of Service

• Malicious Firmware

Injection

• Live Event

Monitoring

• Access: Easy

• Low

Computation

Audio

Masking

Auditory layer

attack (noise

addition/ audio

suppression)

• Voice Command

• Programmable noise

input

• Compromised AED

system

• Malicious Firmware

Injection

• Access: Easy

• Low

Computation

DeepFake

Manipulation

• Visual layer

attack

• Auditory layer

attack

• Target Face

Detection

• Remote Trigger

• Face/Object

Detection

• Live Event

Monitoring

• Identity Spoofing

• Access: Medium

• High

Computation

Adversarial

Perturbations

• Visual layer

attack

• Auditory layer

attack

• Target Object

Detection

• Pretrained Noise

broadcast

• Object Detection/

Classification

• AED Systems

• Access: High

(Reconnaissance

required)

• High

Computation

aTargeted/Compromised systems and attack technique.
bAttack launching complexity—varied based on ease of access and computational requirements.

Table 1.
Summary of attack vectors and affected modules.
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3.2 Machine learning-based detection methods

The development of AI in computer vision has efficiently enabled media
processing for forgery detection using trained neural networks. The anomalies intro-
duced in the media recordings result in the forgery-specific artifact, which many
research approaches exploit.

3.2.1 Artifacts and feature-based detection

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is the most commonly used frame
processing feed-forwarding neural network model, enabling pixel data processing.
Forgery attacks such as frame manipulation in the temporal and spatial domain and
the DeepFake create an underlying artifact extracted to identify the forgery [58]. In
the initial stages of DeepFake development, the resulting media generated visible
frame-level artifacts such as inconsistent eye-blinking, face warping, and head-poses.
Later, a CNN model is trained to identify the abnormalities introduced by DeepFakes
by observing for face warping artifacts [59]. The synthesized face region is spliced
into the original image, and a 3D head pose estimation model is created to identify the
pose inconsistencies [18]. With the help of pixel information obtained from videos,
filters can be designed to identify any tampering. Filters based on discrete cosine
transform and video re-quantization errors combined with Deep CNN are used [60].

The DeepFake generation tools are integrated with online conferencing tools to
create a fake virtual presence by mimicking a targeted person. The video chat liveness
detection in [61] can identify the fake personality due to its fake behavior. The model
is trained on behavioral expression in online presence, and any abnormality is marked
as fake. For offline media, the audio and video are manipulated to create a video
statement; however, the underlying synchronization error for the video lip sync and
its corresponding audio are used to identify fake media [62]. To counter DeepFake
videos in edge-based computers and online social media, lightweight machine learn-
ing models are trained based on the facial presence and its respective spatial and
temporal features [63]. Video conferencing solutions are also protected by analyzing
the live video stream and passing it through a 3D convolution neural network to
predict video segment-wise fakeness scores. The fake online person is identified by
the CNN trained on large DeepFake datasets such as Deeperforensics, DFDC, and
VoxCeleb.

Along with video forgeries, audio forgeries targeting the AED system in IoT
devices like Echo dot by Amazon and Nest Hub by Google are designed. Using the
audio perturbations, the AED system misclassifies the incoming voice commands or
completely ignores the commands [64]. Training a CNN and recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) [26] has secured the AED system from white noise to disrupt the
commands.

3.2.2 Fingerprint-based detection

Modern DeepFake videos are almost perfect without any visual inconsistencies.
However, the underlying pixel information is modified due to the project of foreign
information on existing media. With advancing DeepFake technology, the current
research has developed techniques to identify the underlying pixel fluctuations and
use unique fingerprints due to GAN models and in-camera processing. Authors in
[65, 66] have identified that GAN leaves unique fingerprints in the media generated
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from its network. By creating a profile of these unique fingerprints, the forgery can be
detected, and the source GAN model used to create the forgery can also be identified.
The DeepFake models introduce pixel-level frequency fluctuations, which result in
spectral inconsistencies. Inspecting the spectral inconsistencies in a fake image shows
that due to the up-sampling convolution of a CNN model in GAN, the frequency
artifact is introduced [67, 67]. A filter-based design is used in [68] to highlight the
frequency component artifacts introduced by GAN. The two filters used are used in
the high-frequency region of an image and the pixel level to observe the changes in the
pixels in the background of the image. A biological signature is created from the
portrait videos by collecting the signals from different image sections such as facial
regions and under image distortions [69].

3.2.3 Adversarial training-based detection

Deep neural networks have been proven to be effective tools in extracting features
exclusive to DeepFaked images and can thus detect DeepFake-based image forgery.
The traditional approach uses a dataset containing real and fake images to train a CNN
model, and to identify artifacts that point to forgery. However, this could lead to the
problem of generalization as the validation dataset is often a subset of the training
dataset. To avoid this, the images can be preprocessed by using Gaussian Blur and
Gaussian noise [70]. Doing so suppresses noise due to pixel-level-high-frequency
artifacts. Hybrid models have also been proposed that use multiple streams in parallel
to detect fake images [71]. It uses one branch to prepare a model trained on the
GoogleNet dataset to differentiate between benign and faked images, and another
branch that uses a steganalysis feature extractor to capture low-level details. Results
from both the branches are then fused together to formulate the ultimate decision on
whether a particular image has been tampered with or not.

There are various approaches to detecting fake or tampered videos using machine
learning techniques and can be broadly categorized into those that use biological fea-
tures for detection, and those that observe spatial and temporal relationships to achieve
the same objective. A study proposed a novel approach based on eye blinking to detect
tampered videos [72]. It is common knowledge that forgery techniques such as
DeepFakes produce little-to-no eye blinking in the fake videos that they produce. Using
a combination of CNNs and RNNs that were trained on an eye blinking-based dataset, a
binary classifier can be produced, which in turn can be used to detect fake videos with
reasonable accuracy. Facial regions of interest were used to train models to differentiate
between real and DeepFaked videos [73]. Specifically, photoplethysmography (PPG),
which uses color intensities to detect heartbeat variations, was used to train a GAN to
distinguish between real and fake face videos. However, the drawback lies in the fact
that this method is limited to high-resolution videos containing faces only.

Spatiotemporal analysis-based methods treat videos as a collection of frames
related to time. Here, in addition to CNNs, Long-Short TermMemory (LSTM) models
are used due to their ability to learn temporal characteristics. One such combination
that used a CNN to extract frame level features and an LSTM for temporal sequence
analysis was proposed [74]. Simply put, the input to the LSTM is a concatenation of
features extracted per frame by the CNN. The final output is a binary prediction as to
whether the video is genuine or not. GANs have also been proposed as means of
analyzing spatiotemporal relationships of videos. An information theory-based
approach was used to study the statistical distribution of fake and real frames, and the
differential between them was used to make a decision [75].
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4. Measure of effective detection techniques

Evaluating the state of the current media authentication system, the existing state-
of-the-art technique relies on a fundamental forgery-related artifact or training a deep
neural network to identify specific forgery. However, the same deep learning tech-
nology has allowed the perpetrator to hijack the existing detection scheme and coun-
teract its purpose. A source device identification methodology used to locate the
device used to capture a certain media recording by leveraging the Sensor Pattern
Noise fingerprint can be spoofed. The counter method uses a GAN-based approach to
inject camera traces into synthetic images, deceiving the detectors into realizing that
the synthetic images are real [76]. Development in GAN technology and abundantly
available computing resources have generated many fake media that are in-
distinguishable. A style transfer technique can project facial features into a targeted
person and re-create a realistic image [19].

Modern infrastructure relying on machine learning algorithms for seamless people
detection and tracking are targeted by adversarial training. A wearable patch can be
trained and used to escape the detection or fool the detector into misclassifying the
object [29]. The remote trigger mechanism for frame-level attacks is triggered using
visual cues and avoids detection by face blur or frame duplication [22]. Tools with
simple instructions are designed to allow users to create DeepFake in online video
conferences by portraying a targeted person [77].

The need for secure media authentication that spans multiple media categories
becomes more and more compelling because of an increase in counterattacks on
existing detection techniques. Based on our analysis of the current state-of-the-art
detection methods and their counterattacks, here we highlight the key ingredients of
the most successful and reliable approaches:

• Spatial and temporal correlation: Forgeries involve manipulating spatial frame
regions or shuffling the frame itself, which affects the temporal region. A reliable
detector should exploit both spatial and temporal correlations to identify
forgeries in both layers.

• Unique Fingerprint: Deep learning has enabled architectures that are capable of
replicating unique device-related fingerprints given sufficient training data. The
detector should utilize a fingerprint that is independent of external factors and
the device to avoid predictions and re-creation of a unique fingerprint. Inability
to control the source of fingerprint generation correlates with difficulty in
recreating its unique nature.

• Multimedia Applicability: Detectors target specific attacks, which allows a
perpetrator to adjust the artifacts and bypass the detection. Both audio and video
recordings are the primary input sources for edge devices, and it is equally
important to secure both media channels against attacks. A detector should
equally account for changes and manipulations in both channels, thereby creating
a redundant system capable of dual authentication.

• Heterogeneous Platform: Modern smart infrastructure consists of many different
types of edge-based IoT smart devices. Each device has its designated
functionality relying on either video or audio sensors. Each edge device is also
limited in its computational capability due to its power source preservation.
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The forgery detection technique should account for enabling its authentication
measures across all devices capable of capturing any multimedia.

• Online Detection: Attacks are focused on interrupting the active state of the
detection system, and most existing techniques are offline systems. Given the
state of infrastructure security, it is crucial to immediately raise the alarm upon
forgery detection. Enabling instant, online detection can actively observe the
media capture and process for any manipulations.

• Attack Localization: Lastly, it is important to localize the forgery for further
inspection along with attack detection. A detection method that is capable of
tracking spatial and temporal changes to the media can locate changes made to
the collected samples.

Analyzing the critical traits of a reliable detection system, we propose an environ-
mental fingerprint capable of justifying the qualities aforesaid using the power system
frequency. The following section discusses the rationale behind our fingerprint-based
authentication system for edge-based IoT devices.

5. Environmental fingerprint-based detection

Electrical Network Frequency (ENF) is a power system frequency with a nominal
value of 60 Hz in the United States and 50 Hz in most European and Asian countries.
The power system frequency fluctuates around its nominal values, making it a time
variant, and the resulting signal is referred to as the ENF signal. The ENF-based media
authentication was first introduced for audio forgery detection in law enforcement
systems [78]. The fluctuations in ENF are similar to a power grid interconnect and
originate from the power supply demand, making the fluctuations unique, random,
and unpredictable. For audio recordings, ENF is induced in the recordings through
electromagnetic induction from being connected to the power grid [78]. Later, it was
discovered that battery-operated devices could also capture ENF fluctuations due to
the background hum generated by grid-powered devices [79]. In the case of video
recordings, ENF is captured in the form of illumination frequency from artificially
powered light sources [80]. The capturing of ENF signal through photos depends on
the type of imaging sensor used in the camera. For a CCD sensor with a global shutter
mechanism, one sample is captured per frame since the whole sensor is exposed at one
time instant. However, for a CMOS sensor with a rolling shutter mechanism, each row
in the sensor is exposed sequentially, resulting in collecting the ENF samples from
spatial and temporal regions of a frame [81, 82].

ENF estimation from media recordings allows many applications due to its time-
varying unique nature. For geographical tagging of media recordings, the ENF signal
estimated is compared with the global reference database, and its recording location
can be identified [83]. Similar fluctuations in ENF signal throughout the power grid
are used to synchronize the multimedia recordings in audio and video channels [84].
The fluctuations in ENF and the standard deviations of the signal from its nominal
value are observed to study the load effects on the grid and predict blackouts [85].

The estimation of ENF from media recordings is thoroughly studied for a reliable
signal estimation [86, 87] and the factors that affect its embedding process [82, 88].
An ENF-based authentication system is integrated for false frame forgery detection in
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both spatial and temporal regions due to the nature of the ENF signal. In DeFake
[77, 89], the distributed nature of ENF is exploited by utilizing ENF as a consensus
mechanism for distributed authentication among the edge-based system. The media
collected from online systems are processed, and the ENF signal is estimated along
with the consensus ground truth signal. With the help of the correlation coefficient,
any mismatch in the signal is located, and an alarm is raised. For detailed system
implementation and ENF integration techniques, interested readers are referred to
papers on the ENF-based authentication system [90, 91].

6. State of multimedia authentication

The state of the detection system and forgery attacks never reach an equilibrium
where the presented detection scheme can function as a solution for all types of
attacks. This chapter discussed the evolution of forgery attacks from subtle frame-
level modifications to advanced generated images with fake people, along with its
parallel development in detection methods. Based on the critical observations
discussed in Section 4, Table 2 presents a comparison of several current forgery
detection techniques.

ENF is a reliable detection method given the signal embedded in the media
recordings. The current limitation of this approach involves the recording environ-
ment where the ENF-inducing equipment is not present. Due to the absence of
artificial lights for outdoor recording, the ENF is not captured in the video recordings.
However, in the case of outdoor surveillance recordings, the device is connected to the
power grid directly, and the ENF signal is induced in the audio recordings.

Most of the DeepFake detection techniques presented utilize higher computational
resources for each frame analysis, and in general, edge devices are not equipped with
such power. A different approach would be to design lightweight algorithms utilizing
the artifacts or fingerprints for its detection. However, the DeFake approach avoids
any training step, and the ENF estimation can be performed in low-computing hard-
ware like Raspberry Pi [91]. Although computer vision has advanced with the emer-
gence of deep learning architecture, DeFake is an environmental fingerprint-based
approach relying on signal processing technologies and with encouraging results.

System FakeCatcher

[69]

FakeBuster

[92]

Noiseprint

[66]

UpConv

[93]

MesoNet

[94]

DeFakea

[77]

Spatial ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Temporal ✓ ✓

Unique ✓ ✓ ✓

Multimedia ✓

Heterogeneous ✓ ✓ ✓

Online ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Localization ✓ ✓ ✓

aENF-based authentication System.

Table 2.
A comparison of recently proposed forgery detection techniques.
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7. Conclusions

The development of forgery attacks has exponentially accelerated with growing
computer vision technologies, and the need for a reliable and secure authentication
system becomes more compelling. Most detection systems are exploited for their
weakness, and attackers frequently launch attacks targeting the system and its secu-
rity system. This chapter studied the evolution of multimedia attacks using traditional
frame-level modification and advanced machine learning-based techniques like
DeepFakes. Countering each forgery, we analyzed the detection techniques proposed
over time and their progress with the attacks. For a reliable detection and authentica-
tion system, we constitute vital ingredients that a system should possess to counter
forgery attacks. A thorough analysis and comparison of existing detection techniques
are performed to understand the current state of multimedia authentication. Based on
the key qualities introduced for a reliable system, we highlight DeFake, an environ-
mental fingerprint-based authentication system, and describe its applications for
frame forgeries like a DeepFake attack. Given the state of current edge computing
technologies and the constant attacks targeted to disable the system, DeFake is the
potential to provide a unique approach for detecting such forgery attacks and
protecting the information integrity.
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